Computerized lip reading, or speech reading, is concerned with the difficult task of converting a video signal of a speaking person to written text. It has several applications like teaching deaf and dumb to speak and communicate effectively with the other people, its crime fighting potential and invariance to acoustic environment. We convert the video of the subject speaking vowels into images and then images are further selected manually for processing. However, several factors like fast speech, bad pronunciation, and poor illumination, movement of face, moustaches and beards make lip reading difficult. Contour tracking methods and Template matching are used for the extraction of lips from the face. K Nearest Neighbor algorithm is then used to classify the 'speaking' images and the 'silent' images. The sequence of images is then transformed into segments of utterances. Feature vector is calculated on each frame for all the segments and is stored in the database with properly labeled class. Character recognition is performed using modified KNN algorithm which assigns more weight to nearer neighbors. This paper reports the recognition of vowels using KNN algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Speech Recognition gives an enhanced performance in noise environment as there is no input of audio signal required and it can be accompanied by the visual system so as to provide reinforced support to current system.
In information technology, a neural network is a system of programs and data structures that approximates the operation of the human brain.
LIP READING
Lip reading can be defined as a technique for understanding unheard speech by interpreting the lip and facial movements of the speaker. It can also be considered as an art of perceiving speech by visually interpreting hints from lip movements, eyes, gestures and tongue along with any knowledge available from context of discussion and language used. The most important thing in lip reading is lip tracking. A kNN classifier is trained to recognize 2 classes: mouth appearance of uttering a phoneme (speaking) and mouth appearance of silence. Training sample is mouth images of when the talker is speaking and when he/she is maintaining silence. Temporal Segmentation of utterances is done as follows: Once the segmentation of utterances is done, lip contour is obtained on first frame; next step involved is to track the contour on subsequent frames so as to obtain a numerical representation of lips. Level set method is then employed to obtain lip contour by minimizing a cost function. The lip contour is enclosed within a rectangle and a velocity model is designed to obtain the position of this rectangle on next frame. The new position of rectangle gives a good approximation to begin the level set method so as to obtain the new lip contour. After lip contour is accurately tracked on all the frames, a feature vector is obtained to numerically represent lip movements for statistical analysis. Feature vectors for all the training videos of characters are stored in a database with properly labeled classes. While testing the system, feature vector of the test sample are obtained during run-time and distance weighted k nearest neighbor algorithm is used to find the best match.
A level set may be defined as a set of points where the value of a function is constant. Since the boundary of object is given by zero level set, the value of this constant is taken as zero. The numerical representation of zero level set (Γ) in two dimensions is described by
Where φ represents a two dimensional embedding function. The rate of change of function φ is zero on a level set because the value of φ is same at all the points on level set. Hence, a level set evolves in a direction normal to gradient (where rate of change is maximum) which is governed by a partial differential equation known as Hamilton-Jacobi equation Lip contour obtained by level set method is shown in Fig.4 . It can be observed from Fig. 2 (a) that a large number of small contours are formed along with a large contour during level set evolution due to changing topology. All these contours represent points of same height and are called isocontours. These small contours are removed to obtain accurate lip contour as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Small contours can be eliminated by identifying the following: a) An representing a set of all those points which lie on nth contour represented by Cn.
Ln representing the length of each contour is then obtained, which is given by cardinality of set An, i.e. Ln = |An| giving the number of elements in a set. c) All the contours other than one with maximum length are then deleted. To track lip contour four characteristic points A(X1,Y1), B(X2,Y2), C(X3,Y3) and D(X4,Y4) are obtained as shown in Fig. 3(a) . These points are chosen such that they completely describe a circumscribing rectangle. The coordinates of these points, with N representing the number of points on the contour, are as follows:
,
It is observed from (6) that the x coordinates of points B and D are same, but these points lie on opposite side of line joining points A and C. So, for xi = X2 there will be two corresponding values of yj, one less than Y1 and other greater than Y1. Therefore, The lip contour so obtained is inscribed within a rectangle as shown in Fig. 2 (b) with coordinates of rectangle as E(X1,Y2), F(X3,Y2), G(X1,Y4) and H(X3,Y4). These coordinates are obtained from the coordinates of characteristic points chosen on the contour. To obtain lip contour on next frame, position of its circumscribing rectangle is first approximated. It should be noted that the approximate location of circumscribing rectangle may not be same as its actual location. This approximation is done by using a velocity model. It is assumed that the lip contour does not move with more than a maximum velocity which can be different for horizontal and vertical directions. This is due to vertical motion of lips being more significant than horizontal motion. Further, higher the frame rate, lower will be the maximum velocity and viceversa. This method does not require exact contour velocity because the approximate circumscribing rectangle only gives a starting contour from which exact lip contour is obtained by an iterative procedure. Let the matrix X n = [x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ]
T represent the left-top and right-bottom coordinates of circumscribing rectangle on nth frame. Then the corresponding coordinates of approximate circumscribing rectangle on (n + 1) th frame represented by (1) is initialized such that its zero level set gives a starting lip contour, assumed as an ellipse as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The exact lip contour is given by zero level set of φ through an iterative procedure. The ellipse with coordinates of center (u1,v1) = (L/2, W/2) and a = L/2, b = W/2 representing respectively the length of semi-major and semi-minor axis of ellipse, is described by
Let f(u,v) be a function which is zero for all points (u,v) lying on ellipse. Therefore, 
Evolution of φ automatically stops when its zero level set reaches lip boundary because cost function is then minimized. This stopping condition can be computationally determined When there is a change in contour between two consecutive iterations is less than convergence criterion. In present work, this is taken as |φt+1|-|φt|≤ 0.05. When lip contour is accurately obtained on this frame, its characteristic points and circumscribing rectangle are obtained and the same procedure is followed to obtain lip contour on next frame.
Visual Character Recognition
The recognition of optical or visual characters is known to be one of the earliest applications of Artificial Neural Networks, which partially emulate human thinking in the domain of artificial intelligence. Visual character recognition is classified as a type of pattern recognition problem which requires statistical feature vector describing lip movements to determine the character spoken by speaker. In the present work, we propose a solution to this problem using distance weighted k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm using memory based learning. This is the simplest type of all machine learning algorithms as it does not need to learn a global model. Moreover, there is no explicit training step required. The training phase of the algorithm only consists of storing the feature vectors and class labels of the training samples in the database. The feature vector of test video is obtained during run time and the database is searched to find the best match. Lip reading requires a numerical representation of lips to facilitate processing and statistical analysis. Feature vector in general is an n-dimensional vector of numerical features that represent some object. Once lip contour is obtained on a frame, position of eight reflective markers is calculated on the contour on each frame of the video as shown in Fig.5 . Points 1, 3, 5 and 7 are the four characteristic points on the lip contour obtained earlier which helps in forming the major and minor axis of the ellipse which gives the geometrical representation as we can determine in figure 5 . Remaining four reflective markers are chosen as the mid points of two neighboring reflective markers. These reflective markers are transformed into four component feature vector. A feature vector thus signifies the distance between reflective markers. These markers are so chosen because the feature vector obtained can explain all possible variations in lip movements for lip reading. Second component of feature vector (FV2) gives vertical separation between markers on upper and lower lip and represents mouth opening, FV4 gives horizontal separation between left and right corner points on lips, FV1 gives vertical separation between markers in north-west and south-west quadrants and FV3 is analogous for this distance in north-east and south-east quadrants. so as to avoid the effect of distance of speaker from camera. Feature vector is calculated on each frame for all the training videos and is stored in the database with properly labeled class. Figure 6 .Flowchart of utterance segmentation
THE MAIN IDEA AND ALGORITHM

1 Modified KNN algorithm
The Motive of the KNN method is designating the class label of the data according to K validated data points of the train set. Later all data samples validity is computed. Then, on any test samples a weighted KNN method is performed.
Validity of the Train Samples
In the MKNN algorithm, every sample in train set must be validated at the first step. The validity of each point is computed according to its neighbors. The validation process is performed for all train samples once. After assigning the validity of each train sample, it is used as more information about the points. To validate a sample point in the train set, the H nearest neighbors of the point is considered. Among the H nearest neighbors of a train sample x, validity(x) counts the number of points with the same label to the label of x. The formula which is proposed to compute the validity of every point in train set is (15).
( ) (
Where H is the number of considered neighbors and lbl(x) returns the true class label of the sample x. also, Ni(x) stands for the ith nearest neighbor of the point x. The function S takes into account the similarity between the point x and the ith nearest neighbor. The (16), defines this function.
Applying Weighted KNN
Weighted KNN is one of the variations of KNN method which uses the K nearest neighbors, regardless of their classes, but then uses weighted votes from each sample rather than a simple majority or plurality voting rule. Each of the K samples is given a weighted vote that is usually equal to some decreasing function of its distance from the unknown sample. For example, the vote might set be equal to 1/(de+1), where de is Euclidian distance. These weighted votes are then summed for each class, and the class with the largest total vote is chosen. This distance weighted KNN technique is very similar to the window technique for estimating density functions. For example, using a weighted of 1/(de+1) is equivalent to the window technique with a window function of 1/(de+1) if K is chosen equal to the total number of training samples.
In the MKNN method, first the weight of each neighbor is computed using the 1/(de+0.5). Then, the validity of that training sample is multiplied on its raw weight which is based on the Euclidian distance. In the MKNN method, the weight of each neighbor sample is derived according to (17). 
Where W(i) and Validity(i) stand for the weight and the validity of the ith nearest sample in the train set. This technique has the effect of giving greater importance to the reference samples that have greater validity and closeness to the test sample. So, the decision is less affected by reference samples which are not very stable in the feature space in comparison with other samples. In other hand, the multiplication of the validity measure on distance based measure can overcome the weakness of any distance based weights which have many problems in the case of outliers. So, the proposed MKNN algorithm is significantly stronger than the traditional KNN method which is based just on distance.
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Another method to extract the lip movement is template matching where the database consists of general pattern of lip movements. These patterns would be matched with the input images using correlation. Template matching techniques compare portions of images against one another. Sample image may be used to recognize similar objects in source image. If standard deviation of the template image compared to the source image is small enough, template matching may be used.
Input_image + template = Output_image
The matching process moves the template image to all possible positions in a larger source image and computes a numerical index that indicates how well the template matches the image in that position. Match is done on a pixel-by-pixel basis. When using template-matching scheme on grey-level image it is unreasonable to expect a perfect match of the grey levels. Instead of yes/no match at each pixel, the difference in level should be used. Fig 7 (a) . Templates or patterns stored in databases. 
In this formula (r,c) denotes the top left corner of template. Correlation is a measure of the degree to which two variables agree, not necessary in actual value but in general behavior. The two variables are the corresponding pixel values in two images, template and source.
Grey-Level Correlation Formula:
( )( ) ( ) ( ) 
RESULT
The value cor is between -1 and +1 with larger values representing a stronger relationship between the two images. In this paper we've discussed our approach of lip reading. First the video of a person speaking vowels is captured via a webcam. Next his lips are extracted from his face using correlation algorithm. Later temporal segmentation of utterances is done to simplify contour detection and featured vectors are identified. Finally the utterance is identified using Modified K Nearest Neighbor algorithm and displayed on the screen.
